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2023 Retail Promo Catalog

All prices shown are in U.S. currency.

We have been in business since 1984 and are North America’s 
largest manufacturer of outdoor wood furnaces. We make it our 
goal to provide our customers with the finest outdoor wood furnaces 
available anywhere and our promotional items are no exception. 
We strive to offer unique promotional items from embroidered 
jackets and shirts to coffee cups and flashlights. Our promotional 
items are chosen with you in mind. Please shop through this 
catalog to see how our promotional items can benefit you.  

Ordering is easy! Contact your authorized Central Boiler dealer today!
If you would like to place an order for any of the items you see in this catalog please 

call or visit your local dealer for ordering information. To find a dealer near you,  
call 800-248-4681 or visit Centralboiler.com.
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Comfort and Style

Men’s Cornerstone Polo
This 6.6-ounce 100% polyester polo is tough enough for general 
work environments, this polo defies snags, resists wrinkles, fights 
odors and wicks moisture so you keep your professional edge all 
day long. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Black/Shock Green
Sizes: S, M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

9500331 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $37.99
9500331 - (XX) ........................................................................ $39.99
9500331 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $42.99
9500331 - (XXXX) ................................................................... $43.99

Ladies Cornerstone Polo
This 6.6-ounce polo is constructed of 100% polyester being snag-
proof,  wrinkle-resistant, odor-fighting and  moisture-wicking. Central 
Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Black
Sizes: S, M, L, X, 2X

9500332 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $34.50
9500332 - (XX) ........................................................................ $35.99
9500332 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $37.50
9500332 - (XXXX) ................................................................... $38.00
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Comfort and Style

Men's Performance Shirt
2.9 oz. 92% nylon, 8% spandex twill with moisture-wicking 
performance. Performance nylon offers a crisp, professional look 
while staying cool and comfortable and has stretch for enhanced fit 
and restriction-free movement. Adjustable cuffs with button placket 
and hidden button down collar. Central Boiler graphic embroidered 
on left chest.
Color: Carbon
Sizes: L, X

9500339 - (L-X) ....................................................................... $45.99

Men's Performance Polo
This 6 oz. 100% polyester polo shirt features moisture-wicking 
and antimicrobial technology. Accented with contrast panels along 
front and back shoulders and inside placket for a sporty look. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on front left chest.
Color: Forest Green
Sizes: S, M, XX, XXXX
 
9500213 - (S, M)...................................................................... $33.00
9500213 - (XX) ........................................................................ $34.50
9500213 - (XXXX) ................................................................... $38.00

Ladies Performance Shirt
This crisp nailhead shirt has a silky feel and a wrinkle-resistant 
finish for exceptional non-iron performance. 4-ounce, 60/40 cotton/
polyester with pucker-free taped seams. Open collar and neckline, 
bust darts and back seaming. Mitered adjustable cuffs. Central 
Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Gray Steel
Sizes: M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

9500340 - (M-X) ...................................................................... $48.50
9500340 - (XX) ........................................................................ $50.00
9500340 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $52.50
9500340 - (XXXX) ................................................................... $53.50

Ladies Performance Polo
This 6 oz. 100% polyester polo shirt features moisture-wicking 
and antimicrobial technology. Accented with contrast panels along 
front and back shoulders and inside placket for a sporty look. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Forest Green
Sizes: XS, L, XX, XXX
 
9500214 - (XS, L) .................................................................... $33.00
9500214 - (XX) ........................................................................ $34.50
9500214 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $36.00
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Comfort and Style

Men's Central Boiler T-Shirt
Comfort t-shirt constructed of 5.4 oz. 50/50 cotton/polyester. 
Central Boiler graphic screen printed on front.
Color: Dark Gray
Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX, XXXX
 
9500215 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $10.50
9500215 - (XXX-XXXX) ........................................................... $13.00

Graphic on shirt

Ladies Polo
100% polyester pique with moisture wicking, antimicrobial, and UV 
protection performance. Features matching flat knit collar and heat 
seal label. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Carbon
Sizes: XS, XXX
 
9500118 - (XS) ........................................................................ $10.75
9500118 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $12.63

Ladies Jacquard Performance Polo
Polo features 100% polyester jacquard ottoman textured main body 
and sleeves, three-button placket, clean finish with top-stitching 
detail. Fabric has moisture wicking and antimicrobial functions. 
Central Boiler graphic heat-pressed on left chest. 
Color: Red
Sizes: X, XX
 
2569 - (X).................................................................................. $13.75
2569 - (XX) ............................................................................... $14.88

Graphic on shirt

Men's Twill Long Sleeve Dress Shirt
This cotton/polyester blend dress shirt is constructed with stain 
and wrinkle resistant fabric. Features a soft touch finish, spread 
collar without buttons, adjustable cuffs and two side back pleats. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Kelly Green
Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX, LT, XT, XXT, XXXT
 
9500197 - (S-X, LT, X, XT) ...................................................... $16.38
9500197 - (XX, XXT) ............................................................... $17.38
9500197 - (XXX, XXXT) .......................................................... $18.88
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Comfort and Style

OGIO® T-Shirt
This 4 oz. tee is 100% poly with stay-cool wicking technology 
built in. This t-shirt is sublimated with tonal camo print, has raglan 
sleeves with flatlock stitching, OGIO® heat transfer label for tag-free 
comfort and has a reflective "O" heat transferred on the left hem. 
Central Boiler graphic screen printed on left sleeve.
Color: Black Camo
Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX
 
9500327 - (S, M, L, X) .............................................................$26.99
9500327 - (XX) ........................................................................$28.99
9500327 - (XXX) ......................................................................$31.99

Screen printed on 
left sleeve

Central Boiler Deer High Performance Long-Sleeve Camo Shirt
This long sleeve tee is ideal for warm weather hunts or as your 
base layer for those late-season cold-weather hunts. The tan to 
blaze orange is ideal for upland bird hunting. The Central Boiler 
buck heat-pressed blaze orange on the left chest.
Color: Tan tipped in Blaze Orange
Size: S
 
9500299 - (S)...........................................................................$30.99

Central Boiler Performance Camo Colorblock Long Sleeve Shirt
This long sleeve tee is ideal for warm weather hunts or as your base 
layer for those late-season cold-weather hunts. It is 100% microfiber, 
has moisture management, and is wrinkle resistant. Central Boiler 
graphic screen printed on left front chest. 
Color: Blaze Orange/Camo 
Size: L
 
9500372 - (L) ............................................................................$30.00
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Men's Denim Long Sleeve Shirt
Heavyweight 7.5 oz. or medium weight 6.5 oz. 100% cotton denim gives ultimate durability. Features a tuck-in tail,button-down collar, 
button-through sleeve plackets, adjustable cuffs, horn tone buttons; and patch pocket. Central Boiler logo embroidered on left chest.
Colors: Denim, Dark Denim
Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX, XXXX
 
9500266 - (S-X) Heavyweight Denim ........................................................................................................................................................ $35.50
9500266 - (XX) Heavyweight Denim ......................................................................................................................................................... $38.75
9500266 - (XXX) Heavyweight Denim ....................................................................................................................................................... $40.00
9500266 - (XXXX) Heavyweight Denim .................................................................................................................................................... $41.75
9500267 - (S-X) Medium Weight Dark Denim ........................................................................................................................................... $27.50
9500267 - (XX) Medium Weight Dark Denim ............................................................................................................................................ $30.50
9500267 - (XXX) Medium Weight Dark Denim .......................................................................................................................................... $31.50
9500267 - (XXXX) Medium Weight Dark Denim ....................................................................................................................................... $33.50

Logo on shirt

Comfort and Style

Graphic Long Sleeve T-Shirt
This ultra comfortable 50/50 preshrunk cotton/polyester long sleeve t-shirt is sure to become the most comfortable piece in your closet! Due 
to the cotton and polyester blend this classic model is soft to the touch and will leave you with a feeling of ease that lasts throughout the 
day. Central Boiler logo screen printed on left chest and Central Boiler graphic screen printed across back.
Color: Forest Green
Sizes: S, M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

9500338 - (S-X) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... $22.50
9500338 - (XX) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... $24.50
9500338 - (XXX) ........................................................................................................................................................................................ $25.50
9500338 - (XXXX) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... $26.50
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Comfort and Style

Central Boiler Crewneck Sweatshirt
This sanded fleece 80% cotton, 20% polyester crew neck is super 
comfy and trendy. It features side rib panels and a V-patch on the 
neck for a relaxed fit. Central Boiler artwork screen-printed on front 
chest.
Color: Gunmetal
Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500371 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $32.99
9500371 - (XX-XXX) ................................................................ $35.50

Central Boiler Hermosa Sweatshirt
A standard hood - soft and warm - but with a trendy white drawcord 
for an added touch. 60% cotton, 40% poly, contrast white flat 
shoestring drawcord, 1 x 1 rib trims, relaxed unisex fit. Central Boiler 
graphic screen printed full chest.
Color: Heathered Cardinal
Size: XS, S, M, L, X, XX

9500367 - (XS-X)..................................................................... $29.00
9500367 - (XX) ........................................................................ $31.00

Central Boiler Butter Hoodie
This fleece hoodie is made of 20% polyester and 80% cotton. It 
is top quality and stands up to the constant wear and tear at the 
same time as being a comfy relaxed fit and trendy style. Central 
Boiler artwork is a combination of stitched aqua twill applique and 
screenprint.
Color: Butter
Size: S, M, L, XL, XX

9500369 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $42.25
9500369 - (XX) ........................................................................ $44.75

Central Boiler Butter Crewneck
This fleece crewneck is made of 20% polyester and 80% cotton. 
It is top quality and stands up to the constant wear and tear at the 
same time as being a comfy relaxed fit and trendy style. Central 
Boiler artwork is a combination of stitched aqua twill applique and 
screenprint.
Color: Butter
Size: S, M, L, XL, XX

9500370 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $39.00
9500370 - (XX) ........................................................................ $41.50
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Cardinal

Royal

Carhartt® Hoodie Sweatshirt
This hooded pullover is a 70% cotton/30% polyester blend with 
rib knit cuffs and waist that are reinforced with spandex to lock in 
warmth. The drawcord-adjustable hood provides extra warmth and 
protection. Central Boiler graphic screen printed on left chest.
Color: Carbon Heather
Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX
 
9500289 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $60.25
9500289 - (XX) ........................................................................ $61.75
9500289 - (XXX) ...................................................................... $65.50

Midweight Hooded Zip-Front Sweatshirt
Men's midweight hoodie for everything you do. This men's Carhartt 
sweatshirt offers easy-wearing warmth and everyday versatility. 
10.5-ounce, 50% cotton / 50% polyester blend, three-piece hood 
with drawcord, full-length brass front zipper, rib-knit cuffs and waist 
help keep weather out, two front handwarmer pockets, Central 
Boiler graphic screenprinted full chest.
Color: Moss
Size: S, M, L, X, XX
 
9500295 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $56.99
9500295 - (XX) ........................................................................ $62.99

Crewneck Sweatshirt
This 8.5 oz. soft Crewneck Sweatshirt is a 55% cotton/45% 
polyester fleece blend. Sweatshirt has a spandex reinforced 
1x1 rib-knit cuffs and waistband, double-needle coverstitch 
on all major seams and taped neck with a locker patch. 
Central Boiler graphic screen printed on front.

 
Color: Cardinal
9500325 - (L, X)............................................................$29.00
9500325 - (XX) .............................................................$31.00
9500325 - (XXX) ...........................................................$36.00

Color: Royal
9500326 - (S, L, X) .......................................................$29.00
9500326 - (XX) .............................................................$31.00
9500326 - (XXX) ...........................................................$36.00

Comfort and Style
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Graphic on shirt

Heavyweight Hoodie Sweatshirt
Heavyweight hoodie with rib knit side gussets, cuffs and bottom 
band. Security / cell phone pocket inside the pouch pocket with 
eyelet for cord escape, YKK 3" placket easy grip zipper for simple 
on/off. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on the left chest.
Color: Red, Forest Green 
Sizes: XS, S
 
9500255 - (XS, S) Red ............................................................$53.00
9500256 - (XS, S) Forest Green.............................................. $53.00

Central Boiler Hermosa Sweatshirt
A standard hood - soft and warm - but with a trendy white drawcord 
for an added touch. 60% cotton, 40% poly, contrast white flat 
shoestring drawcord, 1 x 1 rib trims, relaxed unisex fit. Central Boiler 
graphic screen printed full chest.
Color: Heather Navy
Sizes: XS
 
9500294 - (XS) ........................................................................ $25.00

Full Zip Sweatshirt
This trendy full zip hooded sweatshirt has a white drawcord and white taping for an added touch. Features include a unisex fit, 52/48 cotton/
polyester blend, pre-shrunk, pouch pockets and ribbed cuffs and waistband. Central Boiler graphic screen printed on left chest and back.
Color: Forest and Mustard
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, X, XX

9500353 - (XS-X) Forest ...........................................................................................................................................................................$36.99
9500353 - (XX) Forest ...............................................................................................................................................................................$38.99
9500354 - (XS-X) Mustard.........................................................................................................................................................................$36.99
9500354 - (XX) Mustard ............................................................................................................................................................................$38.99

Comfort and Style
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Comfort and Style / Outerwear

Rain Defender® Heavyweight Hooded Zip-Front Sweatshirt
Men's heavyweight, water-repellent Carhartt sweatshirt for outdoor 
work. Don't let a little wet weather slow you down. This men's 
zip-hoodie gives you the familiar comfort of a favorite sweatshirt 
with the added benefit of keeping you dry in light rain. There's a 
hidden security pocket inside one of the two handwarmer pockets 
in the front. 55% cotton/45% polyester blend, three-piece jersey-
lined hood with drawcord, antique-finish brass front zipper, rib-knit 
cuffs and waist help keep weather out, two front handwarmer 
pockets with a hidden security pocket inside, Central Boiler graphic 
screenprinted on left chest.
Color: Carbon Heather
Size: S, M, L, X, XX
 
9500296 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $72.99
9500296 - (XX) ........................................................................ $79.99

Champion® Authentic Sueded Fleece Crewneck Sweatshirts
These super soft sueded authentic crewneck sweatshirts are trendy, comfortable, and a must-have style this year. Features include 8.5 oz., 
cotton/poly blend; 2x2 rib collar, cuffs, waistband and V-notch; forward shoulders. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
 
Color: Green Luck Heather
9500286 - (S-X) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... $34.99
9500286 - (XX) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... $39.00

Color: Oxford Grey/Oatmeal
9500288 - (M-X) ........................................................................................................................................................................................ $34.99
9500288 - (XX-XXX) .................................................................................................................................................................................. $39.00

Color: Oatmeal Heather/Grey
9500287 - (S-X) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... $34.99
9500287 - (XX-XXX) .................................................................................................................................................................................. $39.00

9500286 - Green 
Luck Heather

9500287 - Oatmeal 
Heather/Grey

9500288 - Oxford 
Grey/Oatmeal
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Central Boiler Tactical Long Sleeve Hunting Shirt
This Tactical upland hunting long sleeve shirt has 100% Polyester 
Twill fabric, moisture management, is durable, stain resistant and 
snag resistant. It features a quilted shooting patch on the right hand 
side, wood tone buttons, button-down collar, and left front pocket. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on front left chest. 
Color: Tan/Blaze Orange 
Size: S, M, L, X, XX
 
9500374 - (S-L) ....................................................................... $55.50
9500374 - (X-XX)..................................................................... $58.95

Outerwear

Blaze Full Zip Fleece Jacket
This full zip jacket is a mid-weight fleece that is perfect for cool 
days or to layer for extra warmth. The comfortable performance 
fleece dries fast, holds its color and is durable enough to last many 
seasons. The jacket features a loose comfortable fit, full front 
zip, front pockets, stand up collar and elastic cuffs. Central Boiler 
graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Blaze Orange
Size: M, L, X
 
9500350 - (M-X) ...................................................................... $49.00

Central Boiler Buck Performance Pullover
This 1/4-zip pullover is made for hunting. Be seen in high visibility 
blaze orange. Lightweight 100% polyester moisture wicking 
performance knit shell with micro fleece inside. Front pockets with 
YKK zippers and fabric pulls and a 1/4 zip chest with a rubber pull. 
Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located for fit and 
function. Central Boiler graphic screen printed on left chest.
Color: Blaze Orange
Size: S, M, L, X
 
9500307 - (S-X) .......................................................................$45.99

Graphic on jacket
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Outerwear

Full Swing® Cryder Jacket
This men's insulated Carhartt jacket is made of water-repellent 
stretch fabric that's lighter than the sandstone duck and every bit as 
durable. Stretch panels on the back, sides and elbows allow for a 
full range of motion when you're on the job. Central Boiler graphic 
heat-pressed on left chest.
Color: Shadow Gray
Size: S, M, L, X, XX
 
9500290 - (S-XX)....................................................................$171.99

North End Sport Jacket
Features inside storm placket with chin guard, reverse coil zippers 
(on front, laser cut pockets and on left sleeve), reflective piping 
at front and back shoulder yoke, laser perforation at upper back 
for added breathability, reflective heat transfer decoration at lower 
sleeves, audioport access through inside left pocket and adjustable 
shockcord at hem. Central Boiler graphic heat pressed on left chest.
Color: Black
Men's Sizes: M, L, X, XX, XXX 
Ladies Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX
 
9500282 - (M-XXX).................................................................. $67.99

9500283 - (S-XX)..................................................................... $67.99

Graphic on front

Central Boiler Whitetail Blaze Orange/Camo Jacket
This high visibility jacket offers a cozy velour insulated lining along 
with a waterproof/breathable soft outer shell. The soft, quiet fabric 
insulates without adding bulk. It has long vertical side vents for 
increased breathability, adjustable draw cord waist, vertical chest 
pocket, fleece-lined handwarmer pockets, and a welded sleeve 
pocket on the left arm. A detachable hood allows added versatility. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Blaze Orange Camouflage
Size: L
 
9500301 - (L) .........................................................................$147.50
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Knit Full Zip Jacket
This extra layer is great for covering up on those chilly between-
seasons days. 100% polyester textured knit material with brushed 
back. Features an interior storm flap with chin guard, a chest pocket 
with ear bud port, and reflective taping. Central Boiler graphic 
embroidered on left chest.
Colors: Saffron/Gray
 
9500195 - (S, L, X) Saffron/Gray ............................................. $60.25

Ridgeline Jacket
Windproof and water resistant outer shell of heavyweight polyester 
twill with a 2 oz. polyfill lining. Plenty of room for storage in the two 
side zippered pockets, zippered chest pocket, and inner cell phone 
pocket with Velcro closure. Constructed with an adjustable zip-off 
hood, adjustable cuffs and an open bottom with draw-cord hem for 
a custom fit. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Charcoal/Burnt Orange
Sizes: M, XX
 

9500205 - (M, XX) ...................................................................$78.00

Outerwear

Essential 1/4 Zip Pullover
100% polyester water resistant woven fabrication provides superior 
durability and total mobility. Includes signature moisture transport to 
wick sweat away from the body. Mesh lining delivers breathability 
and comfort. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Colors: Royal Blue/White, Black/High-Vis Yellow
 
9500128 - (S, M, XX) Black ..................................................... $52.99
9500129 - (S, M) Royal ........................................................... $52.99

Cold Gear Hooded Pullover
Under Armour pullover with a half-zip. A soft thermo-conductive 
inner layer absorbs and retains your body heat while a water 
resistant outer layer keeps the cold and wet from sneaking in. 
Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest. 
Color: White
Size: M
 
9500131 - (M) .......................................................................... $36.50
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Ladies

Ladies Insulated Vest
This insulated 100% polyester vest is versatile and cozy for the cold 
weather. The vest is slightly longer in length with a zip through cadet 
collar, front and back waist details, and stretchy side panels with 
front pockets. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Black
Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX
 

9500261 - (S-X) ....................................................................... $42.00
9500261 - (XX) ........................................................................ $45.00

Ladies Belay Puffer Jacket
Wind- and water-resistant 100% polyester shell with 2.0 oz. polyfill 
insulation. Central Boiler graphic embroidered on left chest.
Color: Blue
Size: X
 
9500204 - (X) Blue .................................................................. $35.75
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Hats and Caps

Blaze Orange Cap
This low-profile structured hat is made 
of moisture-wicking polyester material. 
Features include pro-stitched finish, eyelets 
and plastic snap closure. Central Boiler 
graphic embroidered on the front.
Color: Blaze Orange

9500349............................................$15.50

Gray & Khaki Cap
Featuring a pre-curved sandwich visor with nylon mesh back panels 
and contrast stitching on the front two panels and visor. Available 
with a snap back closure. Central Boiler artwork patch on front, 
“Since 1984” embroidered on visor. 
Color: Tan/Khaki

9500364................................................................................... $13.25

Spruce / Khaki Cotton Cap
This cap has a laid-back look and feel, 
making it perfect for everyday use. The 
design is low profile, unstructured, and 
100% cotton. It features a self-fabric 
strap with brass buckle closure and 
sewn grommet; a self-fabric sweatband; 
six panels, six sewn eyelets, and a pre-
curved bill. This hat will be your new go-to 
accessory. Central Boiler embroidered patch 
on front.
Color: Spruce/Khaki

9500347............................................. $18.75

.Navy and Gray Rubber Patch Cap
Featuring a pre-curved visor with cotton back panels and contrast 
stitching on the front two panels and visor. The design is structured 
and 100% cotton. Available with a snap back closure. Outdoor 
Wood Furnaces embroidered on visor. Central Boiler logo on rubber 
patch. 
Color: Navy/Gray

9500365................................................................................... $13.25

Central Boiler Knit Beanie
Stay warm while going out in cold weather 
with this knit beanie. Made of 100% acrylic 
knit, this beanie has an adjustable cuff that 
can be worn as you prefer. Leather patch 
with Central Boiler logo sewn on front.
Color: Grey and White

9500356...............................................$22.50
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Cool Tools and More 

Metal Coat Rack
This Central Boiler coat rack is an eye catching piece made of black 
and copper powder coated steel with a laser cut design. This coat 
rack has five hooks.
Dimensions: 18" wide x 9.5" high
 
2001335....................................................................................$34.99

Metal Coat Rack
This coat rack is an eye catching piece 
made of black and silver powder coated 
steel with a laser cut design. This coat rack 
has three hooks. *Not eligible for Co-op 
Reimbursement
Dimensions: 14" wide x 24" high
 

2001337............................................. $62.99
* Not eligible for Co-op Reimbursement

Sherpa Iced Blanket
This blanket is made from 100% polyester 
fleece and features a matching tricot binding 
with an anti-pill finish. This two-tone frosted 
sherpa blanket is soft, cozy and perfect 
to snuggle under. Central Boiler graphic 
embroidered in lower right corner.
Color: Grey
Dimensions: 50" x 60"

9900489............................................. $43.99

Sherpa and Mink Plaid Blanket
Our mink/sherpa blanket is made of 100% 
polyester faux mink and the softest lambs 
wool sherpa. With an anti-pill finish and 
concealed zipper hem in corner this blanket 
is sure to please everyone. Central Boiler 
graphic embroidered in lower right corner.
Color: White and Grey Plaid
Dimensions: 50" x 60"

9900490............................................ $45.99

LED Lighted Beanie
The ultimate hands-free flashlight. The easy on/off switch hidden in 
the band lights four LEDs at the front of the beanie — two positioned 
for distance and two angled down for closer tasks. Central Boiler 
logo embroidered on front.
Colors: Black
Size: One size fits most
 
9500211 - Black ....................................................................... $31.00
9500212 - Blaze Orange ......................................................... $26.50

Built in lights 
on band
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Cool Tools and More 

MaxGlide Lime Pen
Unique rubber comfort grip in vibrant lime green with Central Boiler 
graphic screen printed on translucent black barrel of this pen. Sold 
Individually.
Pen Color: Lime/Black Ink Color: Black
 
9900359..................................................................................... $1.39

Playing Cards
Standard 52-card deck. Includes two joker 
cards. Central Boiler logo stamped on back 
of cards.
Color: Green/Silver
 
9900121............................................... $4.75

Spiny Massager Ball
Squeezable ball with spiny texture to 
massage sore muscles.  
Central Boiler logo printed on ball. 
Color: Green
Diameter: 6"

9900234.......................................... $5.75

Magnet Clip
Central Boiler logo and website 
printed on side.
Color: Orange

9900060...................................$2.15

Central Boiler Mini Work Light
The mini worklight features soft-touch rubber finish, super bright 
COB light panel and strong magnet on one end and metal hanger 
on other for easy hanging. Central Boiler logo screen printed on the 
backside of the light.
Color: Black
Dimensions: 6.375" H x 2.5" Diameter
 
9900439..................................................................................... $7.50

Central Boiler Glow Stick
This foam glow stick is sure to be eye-catching at any event or 
occasion. Glow stick is made of white foam with LEDs that shine 
through the foam when turned on. Central Boiler logo printed on 
front. 
Dimensions: 16"x1.5"
 
9900587..................................................................................... $5.99

Carabiner Tape Measure
16 ft. non-slip grip metal tape 
measure. Features inch and 
centimeter markings, blade locking 
mechanism, and belt clip. 
Central Boiler logo and website 
printed on front.
Color: Yellow/Black
 

9900171..............................$10.00

No-Touch Headlamp
This no-touch headlamp has an output up to 120 lumens, adjustable 
light angle option, ABS black shell with adjustable elastic head strap, 
left button with blue light indicator that activates sensor function for 
easy, no-touch on/off mode. This headlamp has an approximate 
run time of 3.5 hours. Includes a built-in rechargeable battery, USB 
charging cable, and a 1000D water repellent bag.
Color: Black
Dimensions: 1.11H x 2.25”W x 1.5”D

9900553................................................................................... $23.99
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Cool Tools and More 

Therm-O-Tote
Environmentally friendly, insulated bags that help keep your items 
hot or cold. Durable 238 combined GSM premium non-woven 
polypropylene. Zippered closure. Dual-reinforced handles. Plastic 
bottom insert. Complies with CPSIA, FDA. Central Boiler graphic  
screen printed on the front.
Dimensions: 13" W x 10" D x 15" H 
Color: Lime Green, Royal Blue
 
9900323 - Lime Green............................................................. $10.99
9900324 - Royal Blue .............................................................. $10.99

Waterproof Kooler Bag
This Waterproof Kooler Bag is designed with EPE Foam Insulation to keep up to 24 cans cold for hours. Cooler features include front 
pocket, water resistant zippered main compartment, dual-carry options - detachable/adjustable shoulder strap and carrying handles and is 
resistant to water, punctures, mildew and UV rays. Central Boiler graphic screen printed on front.
Color: White and Grey
Dimensions: 18 ½” W x 13 ½” H x 10” 

9900482 - White ........................................................................................................................................................................................ $38.99
9900483 - Grey.......................................................................................................................................................................................... $38.99

Central Boiler Duffel Bag
This is the perfect duffel for an active lifestyle. An organizational 
section in the front pocket makes this textured duffel a versatile 
choice. Made with 600 denier polyester. Features side and end 
pockets for easy packing, adjustable, detachable padded shoulder 
strap, and reflective piping for visibility. Central Boiler logo 
embroidered on front.
Dimensions: 22" W x 12" H x 11.75" D
Color: Gray/Black

9900501................................................................................... $43.99
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Cool Tools and More 

Company Cook Book
From entrée and sides to deserts and drink recipes, over 650  
employee submitted recipes. Each recipe is easy to find with handy 
index tabs and an easy to follow quick-reference index. Cookbook is 
hardcover and combed binding for added quality. 

9900474................................................................................... $15.00

Mood Stadium Cups
Ice-cold liquids make these 17 oz. cups change color. Made 
of vibrant colored plastic and are top-shelf dishwasher safe. 
Central Boiler logo and website printed on cup.
Colors: Blue-Purple, Orange-Red
 
2819 - Blue-Purple .......................................................................$1.61
2821 - Orange-Red ......................................................................$1.61

Ale Can Glass
This fun, eye-catching ale can shape glass holds 16 oz. of your 
favorite beverage. Made in the U.S.A. 
Central Boiler etched graphic. Hand washing is recommended.
Color: Clear
 
9900415.....................................................................................$5.99
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Cool Tools and More 

Spill-Proof Mug 16 oz.
Double-wall stainless steel tumbler with vacuum insulation, easy-
clean threaded lid with locking mechanism and patented AUTOSEAL 
push-button. Keeps drinks hot up to six hours and cold up to 12 hours. 
Central Boiler oval flame graphic printed on the side. 
 
9900321 - Matte Black.................................................................. 32.50

Stainless Steel Tumbler
This 20 oz double wall vacuum insulated tumbler holds hot 
temperature for up to 12 hours and ice for up to 24 hours. The ribbed 
base adds additional grip and style. Central Boiler graphic etched on 
the front.
Color: Stainless Steel

9900467...................................................................................... $16.99

Water Bottle
24 oz single wall BPA-free co-polyester bottle with one-touch push-
button flip lid, drinking spout, and carrying handle. Hand wash 
recommended. Do not microwave. Central Boiler graphic screen 
printed on the front.
Color: Lime Green/Clear

9900464 24 oz. ............................................................................$13.99
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Cool Tools and More 

Central Boiler Can Cooler
Keep your canned beverage cold with a can cooler printed with the 
Central Boiler logo screen printed on both sides. 
Colors: Kelly Green, Camo
 
2412 - Kelly Green..................................................................... $1.73
2542 - Camo .............................................................................. $1.73

Central Boiler Tall Can Coolie
Keep bottles or 12 oz. slim cans cool in this stylish holder. Made of a 
1/8" thick high density foam that folds flat for easy storage. It features 
the Central Boiler logo sceen printed on a rustic wood log print.
Size: 3-5/8" W x 5" H
Color: Brown

9900433..................................................................................... $3.75

Camper Mugs
14 oz., double walled, stainless steel mug with copper lining and clear, push-in lid. Compatible with most single-serve coffee machines. 
Central Boiler graphic screen printed on side. 
Colors: Light Gray and White
Dimensions: 5.125” W x 4.25” H x 4.125” D

 
9900478 - Light Gray ................................................................................................................................................................................. $22.99
9900479 - White ........................................................................................................................................................................................ $22.99
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Cool Tools and More 

A. Kitchen Shears
Measures 8-3/8” overall. Central Boiler logo laser engraved on the 
blade.

9900047..................................................................................$130.00
B. Cheese Knife
5-3/8" blade. Measures 10-1/2" overall. Central Boiler logo laser 
engraved on the blade.

9900048....................................................................................$98.00
C. Bird's Beak Paring Knife
Stainless steel 2-3/4" blade. Measures 7-3/4" overall. Central Boiler 
oval flame graphic laser engraved on each knife.

2770..........................................................................................$69.00
D. Hardy Slicer
6-1/4" blade with 12" overall length. Central Boiler logo laser 
engraved on the blade.

9900035..................................................................................$153.90
E. Vegetable Knife
7-3/4" straight-edge blade. Central Boiler logo laser engraved on the 
blade.

9900125..................................................................................$185.00
F. Bread Slicer
9-3/4" slicer measures 15-3/8" overall. Central Boiler oval flame 
graphic laser engraved on each knife.
 
2769........................................................................................$123.00

G. Santoku & Spreader Knife Set
Gift box set includes: One - Santoku knife. 7" blade, 12-3/4" overall. 
One - spatula spreader. 4-7/8" blade, 10" overall. Central Boiler logo 
and “Established 1984” laser engraved on each.
 
2282....................................................................................... $140.50
H. Salmon Knife and Carving Fork Set
Set includes: One – Salmon knife. 9-7/8" blade. 15-3/8" overall. One 
- Carving Fork. 12" overall. Central Boiler graphic laser engraved on 
each piece. 
 
9900004................................................................................. $165.00
I. Table Knife Set
Gift box set includes: 8-pc. table knife set. 3-3/8" blade, 8-1/2" 
overall. Central Boiler logo laser engraved on each knife.
 
2744....................................................................................... $243.00

J. 4-Pc. Steak Knife Set
Gift box set includes: 4-pc. steak knife set. 4-7/8" blade, 10" overall. 
Easily cut food at the table with its sharp Double-D® edge.
 
9900443................................................................................. $338.00

B. D. F. H. J.

K.

C. E. G. I.A.
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Cool Tools and More 

Acacia Wood Cutting Board
Made from beautiful sustainable forest wood, the Acacia Wood 
Cutting Board is a must for any kitchen. The surface of the board 
is highly durable and can be used to prepare foods or as a serving 
platter for appetizers of your choice. Cutting Board is 17" L x 9/16" H 
x 7" W. Central Boiler graphic laser engraved on the bottom. 

 
9900462................................................................................... $23.99

Laser Engraved graphic

Lockback Knife
2-7/8" straight-edge blade. Measures 6-7/8" overall. Features 
lockback design and reversible pocket clip for left- or right-hand 
pocket carriers. Central Boiler oval flame graphic laser engraved on 
blade.

9900389................................................................................. $123.00

21-Slot Custom-Made Knife Block
Always have your knives protected and within reach. Our block 
accommodates our Central Boiler knife sets with room for 
expansion. Knife block is branded with Central Boiler oval flame 
graphic. 
Dimensions: 7-3/4" x 5-3/4" x 10-3/4"
 
2747....................................................................................... $143.00

BBQ Tool Set
This 3-piece barbecue set is designed with extra long handles to 
keep your hands away from the heat. Central Boiler logo laser 
engraved on handle.

9900468................................................................................. $244.99
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